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OBJECTIVES 
by the end of this lecture you will be able to:

▹ Define Arterial blood pressure
▹ Systolic and Diastolic blood pressure
▹ Normal values of Systolic and Diastolic blood pressure
▹ Hypotension and Hypertension
▹ Physiological significance
▹ Describe physiological variation in arterial blood pressure.
▹ Explain the effect of gravity on arterial blood pressure.
▹ Pulse pressure, Mean Arterial pressure
▹ Describe how BP is measured
▹ Clinical features and complications of Hypertension
▹ Concepts of blood pressure. 
▹ Normal levels of Arterial Blood Pressure. 
▹ Calculating Pulse & Mean Arterial Pressures.
▹ Factors affecting & determining blood pressure.
▹  Relationships between blood pressure, Cardiac  Output, & Total Peripheral Resistance.
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We recommend you to watch this before you start 
studying the lecture  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWti317qb_w


Types of Blood Pressure 
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Depending on the nature of the blood vessels:
- Arterial Blood Pressure.
- Venous Blood Pressure.
- Capillary Blood Pressure.

Arterial Blood Pressure: It is the lateral pressure force 
applied on the arterial wall exerted by the blood flow.

• BP is one of the most important vital signs.
• It is important to keep normal levels of blood
pressure for proper blood flow to the body’s
organs & tissues.
• Measured in (mmHg), & sometimes in (cmH2O).
(1mmHg = 1.36 cmH2O)



Pressure Changes Throughout 
Systemic Circulation5

▹ Blood flows down a pressure gradient.

▹ Highest at the heart (driving Pressure), & 

decreases over distance.

▹ Decreases 90% from aorta to vena cava.

▹ Greatest drop in pressure occurs in arterioles 

which regulate blood flow through tissues.

▹ No large fluctuations in capillaries & veins.

▹ BP averages 100 mm Hg in aorta & drops to 2 

mm Hg in Right Atrium.



ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE IN DIFFERENT PARTS 
OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM6
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Normal Levels of Arterial Blood Pressure
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In normal adult = 120/80 mmHg
○ Top number (Systolic Pressure):

Arterial Pressure recorded during maximum contraction of the heart.
○ Bottom number (Diastolic):

Arterial Pressure recorded during maximum relaxation of the heart.

- Both numbers are important to determine the state of the heart health.

Range & Variations in Arterial Blood Pressure Levels
Arterial pressure is Pulsatile( characterized by a 
rhythmic pulsation).

Aortic Pressure:
• 120 mmHg systolic.
• 80 mmHg diastolic.

Normal Arterial Pressure:
• 90 – 120 mmHg systolic.
• 60 – 80 mmHg diastolic.

Greater numbers than the ideal range 
indicate that the heart is
working too hard to pump blood to the 
rest of the body.



Blood Pressure Chart8
National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute



American Heart Association
Blood Pressure Categories under new guidelines.
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Pulse and Mean Arterial Pressures
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Mean Arterial Pressure
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Mean Arterial Pressure:
The average of the arterial pressures measured in 
millisecond over a period of time. 

○ It is responsible for driving blood into the 
tissues throughout the cardiac cycle. 

○ It is better indicator of perfusion to vital 
organs than systolic blood pressure.

○  It is not equal to the average of systolic and 
diastolic pressure.
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Mean Arterial Pressure
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To calculate a mean arterial pressure, double the 
diastolic blood pressure and add the sum to the 
systolic blood pressure. Then divide by 3.

For example, if a patient’s blood pressure is 83 / 50 
mmHg, his MAP would be 61
mm Hg.

Another way to calculate the MAP is to first 
calculate the pulse pressure (subtract the DMP 
from the SMP) and divide that by 3, then add the 
DMP: 
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Compliance of Blood Vessels:
(Affecting Factors)
▹ Compliance= distensibility.
▹ Compliance(C) : is the volume(V)of blood that the vessel can hold at a given pressure(P).
▹ Venous system has a large compliance & acts as a blood reservoir (high volume & low 

pressure).
▹ Venous system has the highest compliance, while the arterial system has a low compliance.

13   C = V
P
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Resistance (R) and Flow: Affecting Factors

Resistance= tendency of vascular system to oppose flow.

 Flow = 1/R

Resistance is influenced by:

 Length of the tube (L)

radius of the tube (r) 

 viscosity of the blood (h). 

In a normal human,  length of the vascular  system is fixed,  blood viscosity & radius of the blood vessels 
have the largest effects on resistance. 

Poiseuille’s Law: 
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Effect of Radius (r) on flow & Pressure

Directly proportional to flow. Inversely proportional to pressure. 
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Effect of Length (L) on Flow

Length is inversely  proportional to the 
flow.

 N.B. In a normal human,  length of the 
vascular system is fixed.
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▹ Blood viscosity is the thickness & stickiness of 
the blood. 

▹  It is an important factor that determines the 
resistance of blood to flow. 

▹ Human blood is five times more  viscous than 
distilled water.

▹ Viscosity  of the whole blood is mainly due to 
cells, & that of plasma is due to plasma proteins. 

▹ Viscosity is inversely proportional to the flow.

Effect of Viscosity on flow



Flow and Poiseuille’s Law

▹ Fluid Flow(Q) through Cylindrical Tubes. 
▹ Flow decreases(↓) when resistance 

increases. 
▹ Flow resistance decreases (↓) when 

vessel diameter increases.
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Vascular system mechanisms
Vascular system possesses different 
mechanisms for promoting continuous flow of 
blood to the capillaries:

▹ Elastic recoil
▹ Smooth m regulation of diameter
▹ Sphincter 
▹  Valves 



Intermediate Mechanisms: 
Activated within 30 min to several hrs.

 During this time, the nervous mechanisms usually become less & less effective.

1.Renin-angiotensin vasoconstriction 

mechanism. 
2.Stress-relaxation of the vasculature.
Adjustment of blood vessel smooth muscle 
to respond to changes in blood volume. 
• When pressure in blood vessels becomes 
too high, they become stretched & keep on 
stretching more & more for minutes or 
hours; resulting in fall of pressure in the 
vessels  toward normal. 
• This continuing stretch of the vessels can 
serve as an intermediate-term pressure 
“buffer.”

3.Fluid Shift mechanism. 
Movement of fluid from 
interstitial spaces into
capillaries in response to 
↓BP to maintain blood
volume. 
Conversely, when capillary
pressure ↑too high, fluid is
lost out of circulation into the 
tissues, reducing blood
volume as well as all 
pressures throughout 
circulation.
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Arterial blood pressure: lateral pressure force applied on the arterial wall exerted by the blood flow.
Blood flows down a pressure gradient (from high pressure to low pressure).
Greatest drop in pressure in Arterioles.
Systolic pressure: Arterial Pressure recorded during maximum contraction of the heart.
Diastolic pressure: Arterial Pressure recorded during maximum relaxation of the heart.

Normal blood pressure = 120/80 mmHg

Summary 
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Summary “laws”20
Blood pressure= ————————

Pulse pressure= systolic pressure - diastolic pressure 

MAP = diastolic pressure + —— (systolic pressure-diastolic pressure)

Blood pressure= cardiac output * peripheral resistance

Blood flow = —————————

Poiseuille’s law:            R= ———

Blood flow =  ———————

Compliance = ——

Systolic pressure 
Diastolic pressure 

3
1

Pressure deference 
Resistance 

8 n L
πr^4

(Pi - Po) πr^4
8 n L

V
P

MAP = Mean arterial pressure
R = Resistance 
n = Viscosity
L = Length 
P = Pressure 
V = Velocity 
r = Radius 
(Pi -Po) = Pressure deference 



Quiz 
21 1.Greatest drop in pressure occurs in 

A- venules.
B- Capillaries.
C- veins.
D- Arterioles.

2.If a patient’s blood pressure is 93 / 60 mmHg, 
calculate his Mean Arterial Pressure:
A- 71 mmHg
B- 65 mmHg
C- 61 mmHg
D- 75 mmHg

3. Which of the following has the highest 
Compliance?
A- Arterioles.
B- Arterial system.
C- Venous system.
D- Both B and C.

1.D 
2.A 
3.C
4.B
5.A
6.C

4. Which of the following does NOT influence 
Resistance?  
A- Length of the tube.
B- velocity of the blood.
C- Radius of the tube.
D- Viscosity of the blood.

5. The difference between systolic pressure and 
diastolic pressure is:
A- Pulse pressure.
B- Aortic pressure.
C- mean arterial pressure.
D- Pulmonary artery pressure.

6. How much does the pressure decreases while 
traveling from aorta to vena cava?
A- 50%
B- 95%
C- 90%
D- 70%
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Thank you for checking our work

Any questions?
Contact us at

▹ twitter:@physio437
▹ physiologyteam437@gmail.com
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